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To unravel the morphotectonic setup of Laxmi Ridge and the surrounding area Multibeam Swath- bathymetric 

survey, Gravity and Sub Bottom Profiler surveys were carried out in an area off Mumbai and forms a part of south 

eastern distal part of upper Indus delta fan sediments in the Arabian Sea. The thermocline layer in the vicinity of the 

investigation area prevails around 280 m water depth. The original sea bed gradient has been modified by the channel-

levee system and the average slope of the seabed is manifested only in the seaward side as less than 0.10° towards south 

west. The study also reveals presence of seven prominent distributaries aggradational channel-levee systems named as 

NE0,NE1,NE2,CentralA,Central B,SW1 and SW2 over Eastern basin and Western basin which are separated by six 

discontinuous flat topped submarine topographic high marked as Laxmi Ridge. Well-developed wide meandering loops 

with incipient to complete neck cut off resulting into oxbow shaped channel cut off, Scroll bar, levee and terraces are 

also observed at a number of places.  

The average relief of the Laxmi ridge from adjoining seabed varies from 85m in the NW to 736 m in the SE. 

The width of Laxmi ridge varies from 2625 m for the northernmost small mount to 30216 m for the central plateau like 

mount with steeper western flank (5.28°) and comparatively gentler eastern flank (3.51°). This is just opposite in the 

southern part of Laxmi Ridge with steeper eastern wall (18.76°) with sharp break in slopes at about 93m and 263m from 

top than the western gentler slope (6.05° at top to 1.30° at the base with average 9.94°). The Laxmi ridge exhibits 

volcanic features such as Caldera, Gaseous escape conduits, volcanic pipes and volcanic flow like morphological 

features over the flat topped mount with clear break in slope with step like features at different water depths are found 

along different profiles, which may probably represent the different pulses of volcanic flows, needs to be confirmed with 

sampling over Laxmi ridge. The sub-bottom studies of the Laxmi ridge area displays distinct, continuous, sharp parallel 

reflectors in large part of the abyssal plain and over the deltaic sediments. Semi-prolonged bottom echoes with 

intermittent zones of indistinct, discontinuous, parallel sub-bottom reflectors are also observed on levee parts of channel 

systems in the area. Sharp, continuous bottom echoes with no apparent sub-bottom reflectors are observed on the top and 

slopes of Laxmi ridge due to less penetration of sound waves. Another indistinct sub bottom reflector observed is large 

irregular overlapping or single hyperbolae with widely varying vertex elevations above the sea floor. 

The gravity survey reveals that the free-air gravity anomaly in the survey area varies from -72.51 to 14.98 mGal 

with a gradually decreasing value from NW to SE. The Gravity profiles show Gravity low over Laxmi Ridge and a broad 

gravity high over the eastern basin in all the transects with a gradual rise of amplitude of free-air gravity from south to 

north may be interpreted in terms of accretion of additional magmatic material towards north within the crust.  

 



 
Figure 1: 3D grid model of the survey area with geomorphic features of seabed scape shows Laxmi Ridge area 

 
Figure 2: Large irregular overlapping or single hyperbolae with widely varying vertex elevations above the 

sea floor generally observed along levee crests and flanks in the Laxmi Ridge area ( Central A channel). 

 
Figure 3  Free-air gravity anomaly map (Image) of Laxmi Ridge, Arabian Sea. 


